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Vol. 68 Issue 98 Bowling Green, Ohio Wednesday, March 19, 1986 
Trade deficit 
sets record 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The 
deficit in the country's broadest 
measure of foreign trade hit a 
record $117.7 billion last year, 
confirming that the United 
States became a net debtor for 
the first time in 71 years, the 
government said yesterday. 
The Commerce Department 
said the deficit in the country's 
current account, which includes 
trade in merchandise and in 
services, surged 9.6 percent 
above the previous record defi- 
cit of $107.4 billion in 1964. 
As recently as 1981, the coun- 
try enjoyed a surplus in its cur- 
rent account because earnings 
on American investments over- 
seas, the services category, 
were enough to erase perennial 
merchandise trade deficits. 
But the deficits in the current 
account have steadily mounted 
since 1982. This has had the 
adverse side effect of pushing 
the country into the status of a 
net debtor nation. 
Simply put, that means for- 
eigners now own more U.S. in- 
vestments than Americans owe 
in foreign investments, some- 
thing that had not occurred 
since 1914. 
THE FINAL accounting of the 
country's status as a net debtor 
will not occur until later this 
year, but Commerce Depart- 
ment analysts said the figures 
released yesterday indicate that 
a small investment surplus of 
$28.3 billion at the end of 1984 
was wiped out last year, leaving 
the country $56.7 billion in debt 
to the rest of the world. 
This figure, if it stands up to 
revisions, means that the United 
States is now the third largest 
debtor country in the world, 
behind Brazil at $103.5 billion 
and Mexico at $97.7 billion. 
Given current trends, the 
United States is likely to become 
the world's largest debtor coun- 
try this year, and some econo- 
mists are predicting the total 
debt could hit $400 billion before 
it begins to improve. 
These pessimistic projections 
are based on expectations that 
the country will run current 
account deficits for some time to 
come. The only way the country 
will be able to reduce its debt is 
to begin running surpluses in its 
current account. 
"We are a net debtor and we 
are going to become an even 
bigger net debtor," said Roger 
Brinner, an economist at Data 
Resources Inc. He predicted 
that the current account deficit 
of $117.7 billion in 1985 will swell 
to $126 billion this year before 
beginning to decline slightly in 
1987 as the favorable impact of a 
lower value of the dollar helps to 
reduce imports and boost Amer- 
ican exports. 
SOME ECONOMISTS have 
raised concerns that the coun- 
try's growing world debt will 
reduce the U.S. standard of liv- 
ing as Americans have to send 
more and more money overseas 
to pay interest on foreign invest- 
ments. Concerns also have been 
raised that such a large foreign 
investment in this country car- 
ries the threat the U.S. economy 
will become hostage to the 
whims of foreign investors. 
But President Reagan has di- 
missed such concerns, saying 
the U.S. debt shows that foreign- 
ers still consider America a 
good place to invest. 
Foreign investment in the 
United States at the end of 1985 
totaled an estimated $1,009 tril- 
lion while U.S. investment over- 
Q See Debt, page 4. 
This Ford LTD was driven into the side of the Sohio Mini-Market. 1670 
E. Wooster St. yesterday morning. It smashed a hole in the wall of the 
employee restroom. The impact knocked the commode and sink from 
Jo* Phelan 
their pipes causing water to leak. The car was moved so the water main 
could be shut off. 
Woman hits gas station 
Passenger of auto remains hospitalized; driver released 
by Brian R. Ball 
copy editor 
A Michigan woman was hospi- 
talized yesterday morning after 
the car she was traveling in 
slammed into the side of the 
Sohio Mini-Market, 1670 E. 
Wooster St. 
The accident also heavily 
damaged the building and the 
vehicle. 
The front-seat passenger, Te- 
resa Maynard, 69, and the 
driver, Betty Besaw, 71, were 
transported to Wood County 
Hospital by Bowling Green 
Emergency Medical Service. 
Maynard and Besaw live in 
Saginaw, Mich. 
No one in the store was in- 
jured. 
Maynard was admitted to the 
intensive care unit; she was 
listed in fair condition last night, 
according to a hospital 
spokeswoman. 
Besaw was discharged from 
the hospital after being exam- 
ined in the Emergency Room. 
The Bowling Green police ac- 
cident report stated Besaw ap- 
parently hit the accelerator 
instead of the brake while she 
pulled out of the Dutch Pantry 
parking lot next door to the 
Sohio station. 
The Ford LTD crossed the 
private drive between the build- 
ings, across the Sohio parking 
lot and hit the rear corner of the 
Financial documents on Marcos released 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The United 
States yesterday gave the Philippine {overnment a box containing 1,500 to 
,300 pages of documents expected to 
detail worldwide, multibillion-dollar 
holdings of deposed President Ferdinand 
Marcos. 
The same documents also were subpoe- 
naed by a House subcommittee which has 
been investigating Marcos' U.S. deal- 
ings, which include an estimated $350 
million worth of real estate in the New 
York City area. 
Rep. Stephen Solarz, D-N.Y., chairman 
of the House Foreign Affairs subcommit- 
tee on Asian and Pacific Affairs, told his 
colleagues, "I have been informed by the 
administration that they will comply, 
that we will receive the documents within 
a few hours." 
IT WAS not immediately known how 
many documents were to be released. 
But subcommittee aides said they be- 
lieved the box contained somewhere in 
the range of 1,500 to 2,300 pages. 
The actions came a day after a federal 
judge in New York refused to halt the 
release of the papers which Marcos and 
his wife, Imelda, took with them last 
month when they fled to Hawaii after the 
collapse of Marcos' 20-year rule. 
Jovito Salonga, chairman of a panel 
appointed by Corazon Aquino, Marcos' 
successor, appeared at the State Depart- 
ment ay morning to receive the card- 
board box of documents from Michael 
Armacost, undersecretary of state for 
political affairs. 
SALONGA'S panel, the Commission on 
Good Government, was appointed by 
Aquino to investigate what Salonga calls 
"the ill-gotten wealth that was stolen 
from the Filipino people." 
Salonga has estimated that Marcos' 
total worth might range as high as $5 
billion to $10 billion. Salonga's commis- 
sion recently said that papers found in 
Manila showed Marcos haa a Swiss bank 
account worth $800 million. 
On Capitol Hill, the Foreign Affairs 
panel voted 6-0 to subpoena the docu- 
ments, and Solarz said most of them 
probably will be released to the public. 
THE PANEL also voted 6-0 to subpoena 
eight more people in its continuing inves- 
tigation. It had! earlier approved subpoe- 
nas for two New York brothers. 
Faculty Senate recommends benefits 
The Faculty Senate yesterday 
recommended a package of 15 
fringe benefits concerning life 
insurance and health care bene- 
fits. 
If accepted, the recommenda- 
tions would help to bring the 
amount of the faculty's compen- 
sation closer to other universi- 
ties in Ohio. 
Net compensation at Bowling 
Green is the lowest of state-sup- 
ported doctoral degree granting 
universities in Ohio, according 
to a report by the Faculty Wel- 
fare Committee. 
The package recommends 
that the University provide 100 
percent payment of family hos- 
pitalization and major medical 
expenses for all faculty and ad- 
ministrative staff and that vi- 
sion and dental benefits be 
extended to dependents of fac- 
ulty. 
IT ALSO included recommen- 
dations that the cost of annual 
health examinations and ge- 
neric drug prescriptions be cov- 
ered in full. 
The senators have ranked the 
priority of the 15 recommenda- 
tions and the results of that 
ranking will probably be tab- 
ulated by tomorrow, said Don- 
ald Boren, chairman of the 
Senate. 
BG News/Jim Youll 
Changing of the guard 
Newly-named Falcon basketball head coach Jim Larranaga (left) shakes hands with former coach 
John Weinert, who retired in February. The two met at a press conference held yesterday in the Miletl 
Alumni Center. Larranga was formerly assistant coach at the University of Virginia. Q See Coach, 
page 6. 
NASA expects success 
in space shuttle inquiry 
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. 
(API - A key NASA official ex- 
pressed confidence yesterday 
that investigators will be able to 
"nail" the cause of the Chal- 
lenger accident even if recovery 
teams fail to retrieve parts of 
the shuttle's suspect right 
booster rocket from the Atlantic 
Ocean floor. 
"We will find out what hap- 
pened and fix the deficiency," 
said J.R. Thompson, the vice 
chairman of the space agency 
task force investigating the Jan. 
28 accident that killed seven 
crew members. 
"The exact sequence of 
events, I'm reasonably opti- 
mistic that well nail it," he said. 
"I believe we will identify with 
high confidence the problem 
area; we will redesign the prob- 
lem area." 
SOME OTHER officials have 
said a certain cause could not be 
established without finding the 
suspect booster rocket debris. 
Asked if he agreed with this, 
Thompson replied: 
"Obviously, we'd very much 
like to get that... But with the 
Sihoto work we've done, ... I 
eel confident we can arrive at 
the right conclusion even if we 
don't have that." 
Thompson also said that a 
presidential commission investi- 
gating the accident has asked 
NASA to finish its preliminary 
reports on the cause of the disas- 
ter by April 18. 
The panel has until June 3 to 
report to President Reagan, and 
its chairman William Rogers is 
known to want to finish early. 
building. 
The car tore out a 6-f oot-wide 
section the building, destroying 
the employees' restroom and 
putting a hole in the back of the 
store's soft drink refrigerator. 
Besaw was not cited by the 
police. 
Michael Baker, manager of 
the store, said he aid not have an 
estimate on the damage. The 
store was re-opened yesterday 




by Michelle Fisher 
reporter 
University students will no 
longer need to leave the com- 
forts of their residence halls 
to get change for laundry or 
vending machines. 
A project to install change 
machines in specified dormi- 
tories across campus was put 
into action last week. 
The installation of these 
dollar bill change machines 
stemmed from combined ef- 
forts from the Resident Stu- 
dent Association and 
Undergraduate Student Gov- 
ernment, said James Corbitt, 
associate vice-president of 
Operations and coordinator of 
the project. 
About two years ago, one 
change machine was put into 
Harshman Quadrangle as a 
test, resulting in positive re- 
sponse from students. Corbitt 
said this encouraged him to 
follow up on a project to add 
change machines to other res- 
idence halls. 
The proposal was included 
in the 1985-86 fiscal year bud- 
get. 
THE APPROVED budget 
allotted money for six ma- 
chines to be located in Found- 
ers, Kreischer, Offenhauer, 
Conklin, McDonald and Rog- 
ers residence halls. 
Theresa Stocklin, freshman 
pre^ocial work major and 
resident of Founders Quad- 
rangle, said in the past stu- 
dents could not obtain change 
at their residence halls, and 
were forced to stock up on 
quarters from home, or go 
somewhere outside of the res- 
idence hall to get it. She said 
the machines will be an added 
convenience   to   on-campus 
"They're great, and really 
convenient. It was hard walk- 
ing clear up town to get 
change," she said. 
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Tough all over 
The cost of living has reared its head in all 
aspects of life, from the price of cars to the cash 
we give up for a fast-food hamburger. About the 
only place we have been given a price break lately 
is at the gas pump. 
The University is no exception. Last Friday the 
University Board of Trustees approved a 4 percent 
increase in the room and board rates at the Univer- 
sity. The rate is well justified by the rising costs of 
running the University's residence halls. 
The overall room and board increases were up 
only 1.25 percent from last year and the dining hall 
budget rose only 1.32 percent. They are moderate 
increases considering the inflation rate for 1985 was 
about 3 percent. 
The increase will amount to only $39 more per 
semester per student living on campus, the price of 
a good pair of jeans. 
Obviously many students are not going to be 
pleased with the thought of turning over more 
money to the University. But turning to another 
university is definitely not the answer if you are 
looking to save money. 
The total cost of living on campus will rise to $1,- 
009 per semester. That figure still ranks the Univer- 
sity lowest amoung Ohio universities for room and 
board rates, a position it has held for several years. 
According to the Board, a portion of the increase 
is due to a decrease in income from residence halls 
because fewer students will be living on-campus. 
The decrease was not generated by any Univer- 
sity policy, but rather was due to a need to comply 
with a state-mandated ceiling of 15,000 full-time 
equivalent students. Currently, the University is 
over that number and will limit the number of 
incoming students to rectify the situation. The fee 
increase will help compensate for the lost revenue 
from the lower enrollment. 
While students may complain now about the 
increase, it will be best for the University in the 
long run. 
Life's no-return point nothing new 
II 
byCraig Hergert 
Editor's note: Hergert is trying 
to catch up on his work before 
issue of The Wittenburg Door, 
and is reprinted with their per- 
mission. 
Pick up any psychology mag- 
azine these days and you're lia- 
ble to find an article on mid-life 
crisis, that feeling a lot of folks 
get around age 35 or later that 
their lives haven't amounted to 
much. 
What most of these articles 
have in common - besides 
urging you, in the midst of a 
dark night of the soul, to keep 
£our chin up - is the view that 
le mid-life crisis is as peculiar 
to the last twenty-five years of 
human history as the laser, the 
microchip or the zip-lock stor- 
age bag. This, however, is not 
the case. 
For proof, all one need do is 
look at the literature of the past. 
Take Shakespeare, for example. 
Hamlet had a mid-life crisis - 
which is especially clear if one 
accepts the following lines from 
the admittedly controversial 
Nineteenth Folio: 
HAMLET (whining): Find for 
me then a couch, Horatio, and 
take down notes, in handwriting 
illegible. And a valium bring. 
But the mid-life crisis was not 
limited to fictional characters. A 
new book on the sub- ject, AAAARGH! has shown 
that several significant figures 
from the past had the modem 
sensibility required to bring ut- 
The new spirit of rebellion 
by Mike Royko 
It's often said that today's college students lack 
the spark of rebellion and aren't concerned with 
anything except getting through school and find- 
ing a well-paying career. 
That might be a bum rap. While it's true that 
students aren't making much noise about social 
injustice, environmental dangers or war, they 
sometimes show interest in issues beyond their 
job prospects. 
For example, a vigorous protest campaign is 
being waged at the university of Chicago, one of 
this nation's most prestigious institutes of learn- 
ing- 
Students are putting their names on petitions 
and rallying each other by telephone. At issue is 
whether the students will be permitted to hold 
their traditional Lascivious Costume Ball. 
This is considered the major social event at the 
university, which isn't known for its frat house 
antics. 
At the Lascivious Costume Ball, which is held in 
the stately Ida Noyes Hall, students wear attire 
that ranges from nothing at all to nighties or 
outfits of their own design. 
During the last ball, one young man wore only a 
couple of well-placed Frisbees. Another male 
student opted for the height of simplicity in 
outerwear, a Styrofoam cup. 
Many of the female students were inclined 
toward the kind of lingerie often advertised in the 
backs of kinky magazines. 
The ball also features male and female strip 
shows, skinny-dipping in a swimming pool, porno 
movies and other diversions. 
It just shows that despite the awesome number 
of Nobel Prizes won by the U. of C. - exceeding the 
number of bowling trophies in most Chicago 
bars - the students have a playful streak. 
But this year, the university administration 
stunned the students - at least those students who 
like partying naked - by forbidding the students to 
hold the ball. 
It wasn't that the administration objected to 
young men wearing only Styrofoam cups. Or the 
other lascivious displays. 
But at the last ball, a considerable number of 
students wound up in a hospital emergency room, 
suffering from being loaded to the gills. Others 
had to have their eyeballs realigned, as a result of 
having smoked, sniffed or swallowed the wrong 
herbs and spices. 
And there were the usual problems of students 
throwing up, or falling down, or otherwise being 
untidy. This led to some damage to the building. 
"In sum," a university spokesman said, "it's 
unsafe, unpleasant and unhealthful. That's the 
gist of it." 
Many of the students are upset. A young woman 
who is majoring in the study of ancient ruins or 
something, called me to angrily say: 
"I don't think it is the university administra- 
tion's role to try to supress my sexuality." 
What were you planning on wearing? 
"A few feathers." 
Neat. And the president of the student govern- 
ment said that he and the others weren't going to 
give in without a fight. They are circulating 
petitions, conducting a telephone campaign and 
otherwise trying to protest. 
As an impartial observer, I have mixed feelings 
about this dispute. 
On the one hand, it's encouraging to see students 
involved in a serious issue. As the president of the 
student government pointed out, the ball is paid 
for out of student activity funds. So, he said, "I 
consider this decision to be a dangerous prece- 
dent," he said. 
Naturally, we must be on the alert for danger- 
ous precedents. 
On the other hand, today's students, like the 
Yuppies who preceded them in recent years, are 
said to be strong for individual enterprise, getting 
out in the world and making it, getting that condo, 
buying that BMW. 
So their reaction to the university ban would 
appear to be in conflict with this individualistic 
spirit. 
I don't see why a young man needs the universi- 
ty's approval to dress only in a Styrofoam cup. Or 
a young lady in a couple of feathers. 
It seems that if they really want to have a 
Lascivious Costume Ball, they could go find a 
suitable hall somewhere off campus and carry on 
as lasciviously as they chose. 
After all, throughout recorded history young 
men have been getting drunk and falling down and 
making fools of themselves without the blessing of 
any dean of student activities. 
So if these students really want to be lascivious, 
as is their right, they can surely be lascivious on 
their own. 
As Rocky would have said, "Go for it." 
And Styrofoam cups can be found in Aisle 
Three. 
Royko is a columnist for the Chicago Tribune. 
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Respond 
The BG News editorial 
page is your campus forum. 
Letters and guest columns 
should be typewritten, dou- 
ble-spaced and signed. Your 
address and phone number 
must be included. 
Letters to the editor should 
not be longer than 200 words 
and columns should not be 
longer than 500 words. 
The News reserves the 
right to reject submissions 
that are in bad taste, mali- 
cious or libelous. 
All submissions are subject 
to condensation, and opinions 
printed do not necessarily 
reflect those of the staff. 
Please address submis- 
sions to: 
Editorial Editor 
The BG Newt 
210 West Hall 
HAMLET (whining): Find for me then a 
couch, Horatio, and take down copious 
notes, in handwriting illegible. And a 
valium bring. 
ter despair to an otherwise suc- 
cesfullife. 
Francis   Bacon:    The 
originator 
of the empirical method was 
first struck with a numbing 
sense of dread when he was 38. 
But since he was at that moment 
publishing the "Essays" that 
would launch his prestigious 
writing career, he sought and 
obtained a stay of depression 
from Queen Elizabeth - who 
usually imposed stiff fines on 
anyone having a mid-life crisis 
during the Renaissance. 
When the stay expired, the 
crisis returned in the now com- 
mon form of a longing for a 
different vocation, while riding 
through the countryside, the 65- 
year-old Bacon became con- 
vinced that his true calling was 
the non-existent field of refriger- 
ation. 
Leaping out of his carriage, he 
shoved a freshly-killed chicken 
into a snowbank. By the time his 
worried family could locate him. 
Bacon had caught a fatal case of 
pneumonia attempting to make 
the snowbank self-defrost. 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart: 
Like most composers of music 
(the exeption being Dee 
Snyder), Mozart was extremely 
sensitive and, thus, a prime tar- 
get for a mid-life crisis. Because 
he was to die at the age of 34, 
however, he had his at 17 - a 
development which caused him 
no end of humiliation since since 
he was forced to say "My life 
will soon be over" before his 
voice had changed. 
In the midst of his depression, 
Mozart scrapped his plans to 
compose thehuoyant 23rd Sym- 
phony, writing "I Can't Get No 
Satisfaction" instead. This dark 
period also caused trouble for 
Wolfgang's family. The elder 
Mozart, furious that his son 
should have a crisis before he 
did, sent him to bed without a 
sonata. 
Sigmund Freud: After gaining': 
international recognition in 1910 ; 
at the age of 54, Freud fell into a ; 
period of deep depression and ; 
wrote in his diary of feeling ■ 
"either that my life is com-! 
pletelv without significance and j 
my death is imminent (tode-, 
sangst) or that I've eaten too : 
much of Anna's sauerbraten (in-' 
digestion)." 
During that week, he found : 
himself in a state of distraction - , 
forgetting   appointments,   not 
hearing his wife's requests, and, 
on one occasion, puffing on the 
lit end of a cigar during a pa- ■ 
tient's entire session. 
Later that same year, he con- 
fided the phenomenon to his 
colleague, Jung, who taught him 
to overcome the phobia by 
standing resolutely on his couch 
and loudly singing "My Hat, It 
Has Three Corners." Jung also 
told him that it would be a grave 
mistake to turn his back on life 
in the very vear that Americans 
had finally learned to pronounce 
his name. 
Hergert, a teaching fellow in 
English from Slayton, Minn., is 
a columnist for The News. 
•vwmrxrtoo+vtmto-. wtmrxmnjor**. 
They're the same old words 
by David H. Schmidt 
President Reagan is demand- 
ing, as children often do, that the 
House of Representatives ap- 
prove his request of $100 million 
for military aid to back the 
contras. 
So far, he hasn't had much 
luck; various levels of the deci- 
sion-making process have al- 
ready thrown the ax. But 
Reagan keeps coming back with 
outlandish rhetoric: "Before 
you know it, the Communists 
will be on our back doorstep." I 
can just see it, The Alamo, Part 
II, starring Rambo instead of 
Davey Crockett. 
Disregard the humor. There's 
nothing funny here. In fact, this 
is all too serious. Just over 20 
years ago, John F. Kennedy 
used the same verbiage to jus- 
tify our involvement in South- 
east Asia: "Ask not what your 
country can do for you. Ask what 
you can do for your country." 
Letters 
What followed was a conflict, 
never officially called a war, in 
which we lost billions of dollars, 
obliterated the essence of mor- 
als and ethics, and worst of all. 
57,861 American men and 
women. 
Remember when you were 
young and your mother said, 
"Son, you learn by your mis- 
takes"? If you were lucky 
enough to have a mom like this, 
you will understand the words of 
George Santayana: "Those who 
do not remember the past are 
condemned to repeat it.' 
Now I wouldn't dream of cut- 
ting down anyone's mother, but 
I would venture to say that Rea- 
gan never studied Santayana. 
He should. 
Anyway, there are other 
members of his flying circus 
who could heed some matriar- 
chal and philosophical advice. 
Last week, Patrick Buchanan, 
White House communications 
director, said, "Support the 
president or you support Com- 
munism." That bombastic 
statement cost Reagan a lot of 
votes in the preliminary stages 
of the issue. 
Both as an Army veteran and 
a perpetual student, I cannot see 
any reason for our involvement 
in Central America. So I gath- 
ered hundreds of signatures for 
a petition that I sent to my 
senator in Washington, D.C. I 
told him we don't want to see a 
Vietnam in El Salvador. 
I would like to thank all ot 
those who signed, and would like 
to urge all of you to write your 
congressman in Washington. 
If we would have done this in 
1966 instead of 1968, we might 
have saved 57,861 of our broth- 
ers and sisters. Let's remember 
the past and do it in 1986 instead 
Besides, they're running out of 
real estate for memorials in 
Washington. 
Schmidt is a graduate student 
in philosophy trom Rochester, 
Minn. 
Publicity needed 
I just received a phone call 
from the UAO office regarding 
my upcoming mixology course. 
The phone caU informed me that 
the course was cancelled be- 
cause there were not enough 
people enrolled in it 
On a campus at which alcohol 
is more common and abundant 
than textbooks, I find it difficult 
to believe that there are not 
STU 
enough interested students to 
organize one mixology course. 
The fault does not lie with the 
students lack of motivation, 
however, it lies entirely with the 
lack of publicity provided by 
UAO. The only reason I knew 
about this course was because I 
noticed a sign-up sheet in the 
UAO office when I went there to 
!;et an entry form for their new 
Dgo contest. 
It is no wonder that a week has 
not gone by this semester with- 
out the resignation of some UAO 
officer. For the good of the Uni- 
versity students, I hope in the 
future those people that become 
UAO officer do so not just so 
they can list it in their miser- 
able, worthless resumes, but 
because they want to work hard 
and do a good job for the stu- 
dents. And, I hope it happens 
before UAO reaches the ''point 
of no return" on their road to 
extinction and oblivion. 
Ryan Fisher 
0CMB1788 
by Walt Emerine 
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Olscamp names 
dean of libraries 
Rush Miller to assume duties July 1, 
will work with $3.7 million budget 
by Patricia Rltter 
staff reporter 
The director of libraries at 
Sam Houston State University in 
Huntsville, Texas, has been 
named the University's dean of 
libraries and Learning Re- 
sources, University President 
Paul Olscamp said Friday. 
Rush Miller, the new dean 
selected from four other candi- 
dates, will assume the duties 
at He replaces William 
sr, who has been acting 
dean for the past year. William 
Miller will return to his former 
position as assistant dean. 





day that he is 
looking for- 
ward to serv- 
i n g the 
University in 
his new posi- 
tion. 
He called 
the University libraries - in- 
cluding the Jerome Library, 
Ogg Science Library, Music li- 
brary, Popular Culture Library, 
Curriculum Resource Center 
and Government Documents 
Collection - a "solid, outstand- 
ing system that has a strong 
Rush Miller 
financial support system." 
At Sam Houston, Miller said 
he managed a $1.8 million bud- 
get. At toe University, he will 
manage $3.7 million. 
ALONG WITH managing the 
budget successfully, Miller said 
he hopes to foster continued 
growth in the University librar 
les. 
"I can already see that they 
play a central role in academics 
at Bowling Green. It would be 
great to continue that and to see 
growth in research," he said. 
'"There's capacity for it." 
Before working at Sam Hous- 
ton, Miller was director of li- 
brary services at Delta State 
University in Cleveland, Miss., 
an assistant professor of library 
science at the University of Mis- 
sissippi in Oxford and an in- 
structor in history at Mississippi 
Valley State University in Itta 
Bena. 
He received his bachelor's de- 
gree in history and philosophy 
from Delta State University; a 
master's degree in history, and 
a doctoral degree in medieval 
history from Mississpi State 
University; and a master of 
library science degree from 
Florida State University. 
Don't pollute. 
Health Fair helps local youth 
learn about health, safety 
by Valerie Lonero 
staff reporter 
Fourth graders from local 
elementary schools traveled 
through tunnels and rocked 
on boats to learn about health 
and safety hazards at the 
University Health Fair yes- 
terday. 
The Health Fair, sponsored 
by the Health Education De- 
partment, was set up to en- 
courage and educate 
elementary students to be 
aware of dangers in the home 
and outdoors, said Judy Kis- 
selle, a professor in the 
Health Education Depart- 
ment. 
"The Health Fair is aimed 
at teaching elementary stu- 
dents health concepts in an 
interesting and exciting 
way," Kisselle said. "The fair 
resembles a carnival which 
makes it fun for the young- 
sters, and it's a fantastic way 
for University students to get 
practical experience with trie 
youngsters. 
Kisselle said the program is 
based on ideas developed and 
presented by HPER and el- 
ementary /secondary educa- 
tion majors. 
"It enables the students to 
develop a lesson plan and 
make it relevant to their pu- 
pils." she said. 
The health fair consists of 
40 colorfully decorated booths 
highlighting health and safety 
precautions with alcohol, 
drugs, fire and home safety. 
Elementary students who at- 
tended were from St. Aloy- 
sius, Haskins and Bowling 
Green schools. 
CLAY WILLIAMS, chair of 
Health Education Depart- 
ment, said the health fair is a 
project presented each se- 
mester by students enrolled 
in some of the health educa- 
tion courses. 
"The health fair allows the 
students to develop, then pre- 
sent a method to the elemen- 
tary students. The schools 
coming have made it a tradi- 
tional event and the schools 
enjoy it so much, they some- 
times come twice a year," 
Williams said. 
University students who 
participate in the health fair 
also enjoy creating the differ- 
ent ideas for the booths. 
Kelly Kimmet, a junior el- 
ementary education major 
and participant in the health 
fair, said it allows the stu- 
dents to learn things that 
couldn't be learned from a 
textbook. 
Her booth, "The Amazing 
Heart," focused on heart rate 
and exercise. 
"Everyone tries to come up 
with unique and attractive 
ideas," Kimmet said. "The 
students really enjoy it and 
often write letters commend- 
ing the fair." 
BG News/Joe Phelan 
Kim Memmelaar. junior physical education major, was one of the 
many University students wearing costumes while working at the 
Health Fair. Here she gives grade school students some "MIAMI ad- 
VICE" about cocaine in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom yesterday 
afternoon. 
... 11 f~^       . Second Floor of Post Office  j-B 
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Resumes & Cover Letters 
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JOURNALISM 300 
March 21 is the deadline to apply 
for Journalism 300 for summer or 
fall semesters. Admission forms 
are in Room 302 of West Hall. 
Purchase any 12" or 16" 




$39.95' From CAR      RENTAL The rising star in rent-a-car. 
' Cash deposits accepted • Renter must be 21 
Cars subject to availability • 12 noon Fri Oil 10 a.m. Mon. 
Tftfc Call Now For Low Spring Break Tfa* 
U- Weekly Rates »T 
Current model luxury cars, minivans & wagons 
also available 
Toledo (Mon.-Fri. 8-5) 867-0100 
APARTMENTS 
2 BEDROOMS 121 STATE STREET 
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED 
We pay your gas heat and cooking 
plus cable TV 
Very convenient location to campus, 
stores, laundromat and restaurants 
352-4673   Mon. — Fri., 7 a.m. to Noon 
352-1800   Evenings and Weekends 
ASK FOR TOM 
Additional Items $1°° 
Bowling Green 352-1539 
THE MINI MALL BEAUTY SALON   J 
Located at 190 S. Main 
352-7658 
Guys and Gals Haircuts 
only *6 
Includes wet and dry cuts 
Don't   forget   to   get   your   new   Spring   Break 
Haircut to go with your new Tan 
Have a safe trip and a good time from all of us 
Our Talent Goes To Your Head 
WGICN, mSS % Coke 
I T(l»-m«« » 
#IM 






HOLLIS A. MOORE MEMORIAL " 
SCHOLARSHIP 
Deadline: Monday, April 7, 1986 
The Hollis A. Moore Memorial Scholarship was established to recognize students who 
contribute to Bowling Green State University through participation and leadership in 
University Community activities. The award will be in the amount of $500. 
The recipient must be a rising Junior or Senior, maintain a 3.0 G.P.A., demonstrate 
active participation in University organizations and be available for a personal interview 
with the selection committee. 
The application along with any supporting materials must be submitted to the Office 
of the Vice President for University Relations. Mileti Alumni Center by 4:30 p.m.. 
Monday. April 7. 1986. 
The recipient will be notified prior to any public announcement, on or about April 16. 
1986. 
Applications are available in the Office of the Vice President for University Relations, 
Mileti Alumni Center.     .              • 
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■ 
Student Recreation Center 
SPRING BREAK HOURS 
March 22 — March 30 
Noon - 9 p.m. 
Noon - 2, 5 - 8 p.m. 









Noon - 9 p.m. 
1  — 8 p.m. (Andrews Pool only) 
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Adviser program researched 
by Caroline Langer 
staff reporter 
Students procrastinate, advisers are busy, 
and the results could delay graduation, 
according to an Undergraduate Student 
Government officer. 
Michele Nemes, coordinator of Academic 
Affairs, said "everyone waits until the last 
minute to see advisers . . . because of time 
constraints, advisers can't spend as much 
time with students as they would like to." 
Academic advice keeps students updated 
on their progress toward graduation, Nemes 
said. 
Nemes said she has been researching the 
adviser program since November because 
many students believe it does not adequa- 
tely meet their needs. 
A formal evaluation could help pinpoint 
Rroblems in the academic adviser system, 
'ernes said. She said every department 
handles advising differently. 
USG passed a resolution at Monday's 
meeting suggesting the administration eval- 
uate the process because it had not been 
assessed since 1973. 
AN EVALUATION would stress the im- 
portance of the system to both students and 
advisers, Nemes said. 
"Freshman, especially, don't understand 
the importance of advisers. Many people 
don't even know who their adviser is," she 
said. 
Though the Pre-Reeistration Program 
provides assistance with scheduling, a pro- 
gram continuously encouraging students to 
seek advice before the last minute needs to 
be established, Nemes said. 
A blank for an advisers signature of 
approval was put on schedules by the Office 
of Registration and Records to encourage 
students to see their advisers, Nemes said. 
The line is usually left unsigned because 
students either do not bother to see their 
advisers, or wait until the last minute when 
the advisers are too busy to see them, she 
said. 
To help students fill their partial sched- 
ules during drop/add, USG set up a Peer 
Advising Program at the beginning of fall 
semester, Nemes said. 
"We were swamped with freshman who 
didn't know how to schedule their classes - 
some freshman actually came up to the 
table in tears," she said. 
NOT KNOWING class requirments was 
one of the top five reasons listed by students 
who were dropping out or leaving the Uni- 
versity, Nemes said. 
When requirements change, students who 
lack academic guidance could end up taking 
classes which are no longer needea or fail- 
ing to take courses necessary for gradua- 
tion, Nemes said. 
Advisers are helpful when registering for 
classes, changing majors, determining a 
minor and making sure students are in a 
major that suits them. Nemes said. They 
are also storehouses of knowledge, she said. 
Nemes said a plan to make the academic 
advising system meet the needs of all stu- 
dents cannot be drafted until the whole 
process is evaluated. 
Debt  
tJ Continued from page 1. 
seas totaled an estimated $952.9 
billion, giving the deficit total of 
$56.7 billion. 
Even though foreigners now 
own more in American invest- 
ments, the United States still 
enjoyed a $21.4 billion surplus in 
earnings compared with foreign 
earnings on U.S. investments. 
Analysts said this was because 
the rate of return on many older 
American investments is higher 
than foreigners have been get- 
ting here. 
For 1985, the surplus in invest- 
ment earnings of $21.4 billion 
was wiped out by a record $124.3 
billion merchandise trade defi- 
cit and $14.8 billion in transfer 
payments such as foreign aid to 
give the $117.7 billion current 
account deficit. 
FOR THE final three months 
of 1985, the current account defi- 
cit totaled $36.6 billion, a giant 25 
percent increase over the deficit 
from July through September. 
In another report yesterday, 
the Commerce Department said 
housing construction fell back 
3.5 percent in February to a 
seasonally adjusted annual rate 
of 1.99 million units. 
Analysts dismissed the small 
decline, noting that the level of 
starts was still the second 
strongest in the last two years. 
They said it provided further 
evidence of the strength in the 
housing sector that has come 
from sharp declines in interest 
rates. 
Parish to sponsor 
student volunteers 
by Jared O. Wadley 
staff reporter 
While some students will be 
relaxing at home or on the 
beaches of Florida during 
Spring break, several Univer- 
sity students will be spending 
time helping others. 
As part of the Christian 
Appalachian Project, spon- 
sored through St. Thomas 
More University Parish. 12 
students will volunteer their 
services. 
Volunteer director Brian 
Szittai said this is the first 
time the church will be in- 
volved with CAP, which is a 
coalition of religious groups. 
He said the group will stay 
for a week and plans to return 
to CAP in May. 
"Hopefully, this can be an- 
nual event (for us)," he said. 
Even though the students 
will be working on the project 
for the first time, CAP has 
had many volunteer workers 
since it was founded in 1964, 
he said. 
"Ralph Beiting, creator of 
CAP, was bom and raised in 
Northern Kentucky. He orga- 
nized projects to help the 
needy Appalachians," Szittai 
said. 
More volunteers and the 
opening of Camp Andrew 
Jackson and Cliffview Lodge 
were a part of the growth of 
CAP in the late 1960s and 
1970s. 
"Camp Andrew Jackson 
serves underprivileged chil- 
dren and teenagers,  he said. 
AT THE camps, the chil- 
dren can swim, canoe, hike, 
participate in arts and crafts 
and learn the message of 
Christ, he said. 
At Cliffview Lodge, Szittai 
said the staff works with deaf 
and handicapped individuals. 
"CAP is now involved in 
working with sheltered work 
activities, leadership training 
and education for families, 
he said. 
Many of these programs 
take place in the Kentucky 
counties of Garrard, Mad- 
ison. Pulaski, Jessamine. 
Rockcastle, Lincoln and 
Jackson, he said. 
CHARLESTOWN 
APARTMENTS  
MID AM MANOR 
Choose   from   choice   apartments   within 
walking distance to campus—summer 1986 
and 1986-87 school year: 
Only 2 Apartments Left! 
2 bedroom, unfurnished, gas heat 
& water included, air conditioning 
Resident Manager 
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G. 
352-4380 
Mr. Bo Jangles 
Mid-Week Specials 
FREE Pool 
Tuesdays and Wednesdays 
AH Drinks $1.00 
Pitchers $2.50 
893 S. MAIN (Across from Food Town) 
to, *V§»> 
$5 HAIRCUT 
30% off PERMS 
with this AD 









THURSDAY'S Till 800 pm 
AsA ATA AHA ATA ASA ATA ASA ATA ASA ATA ASA ATA ASA ATA ASA ATA ASA ATA ASA 
Happy Hours April 4, 4-9 
at Uptown 
"Show off your tan" 
%*    *    *   * 
** Win *,* 
A Compact Disk Player 
by techniques 
$1      raffle tickets on sale now     $1 
All proceeds: American Lung Assoc./Arthritis Foundation 
ASA ATA ASA ATA ACA ATA ASA ATA ASA ATA ASA ATA ASA ATA ASA ATA ASA ATA ASA 
The BGSU Board of Student Publications 




Fall Semester 1986 
1987 Yearbook 
1986-87 academic year 
1986-87 academic year 
1986-87 academic year 
Thru Friday, April 4, 5 p.m. 
Applications available at 214 West Hall 
The BG News 






Look for the. . . 




Wednesday, April 9 
in 
THE BG NEWS 
fSt 
r 
• Most desirable jobs and 
geographic locations 
• What to expect in the job market 
• College life vs. career life 
• On the job fashions / 
Advertising Deadline: Thurs., April 3, 4 p.m. 




APRIL 12. 1986 
7 p.m. & 9:30 p.m. 
Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center 
BGSU Student Tickets (with valid ID) $7, $9. $12 
General Admission — $9, $11, $14 
Doors open at 6:30 p.m. and 9 p.m. for the respective show. 
Kobacker Box Office open — March 17-21. 10:30 o.m.-4:30 p.m. 
closed during Spring Break — March 24-38 
reopens March 31, 10:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m. weekdays 
Box Off lea phone number — 372-8171 
I; ;|:    Invites you to redeem your Spyro Gyro ticket lor a 10% discount on your 
■ Aspen tab the night of the show. 
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Mother of Army jet crash victim seeks answers 
MJDDLETOWN, Ohio (AP) - The mother of an 
Army medic who was among 248 U.S. servicemen 
killed in a Dec. 12 jetliner crash in Canada is 
headed for Washington with relatives of other 
victims to demand some answers about the tra- 
gedy. 
"Everybody's shock has turned to anger," 
Kozann Napier said yesterday before her sched- 
uled departure for Washington from her Middle- 
town home. She plans a three-day stay in 
Washington to meet with military officials. 
Families of the soldiers who were killed in the 
crash of an Arrow Air jetliner at Gander, New- 
foundland, want some explanations for the tra- 
gedy. Napier said they plan to ask military 
officials about efforts being made to prevent a 
possible repeat of the crash. 
Napier said she was taking along petitions 
signed by Middletown-area residents who want 
planes which transport Army personnel to un- 
dergo routine inspections. She said such inspec- 
tions could help ensure that other families will 
not have to go through what we have." 
Napier's son, Sgt. Michael Napier, 21, died in 
the crash. She wants military officials to assure 
her that servicemen have an appeal channel if 
they refuse to board a transport plane they have 
reason to believe may be unsafe. 
OPEC searches for strategy to combat oil glut 
GENEVA (AP) - OPEC indicated readiness 
yesterday to scrap a failing campaign to capture 
more of the world oil market by dropping prices, 
but it remained uncertain whether the cartel could 
agree on a strategy of production cuts. 
The enormous problems confronting the Organi- 
zation of Petroleum Exporting Countries were 
further complicated by non-member Britain, 
which announced it does not intend to reduce 
production despite a worldwide oversupply that 
has halved the price of a 42-gallon barrel to about 
$15 since late last year. 
' While the price collapse has benefited the indus- 
trialized world, most oil producers are suffering a 
drastic decline in earnings, and some face finan- 
cial crises unless the slide is reversed. 
Emissaries from OPEC's 13 members were 
meeting in a tortuous atmosphere of secrecy and 
fractious differences, and reporters tried to dis- 
cern what direction the summit was taking from a 
few public remarks by influential delegations. 
The most direct came from Kuwait's oil min- 
ister, Ali Khalifa al-Sabah, who said a majority of 
OPEC leaders were ready to abandon their strat- 
egy to win a bigger share of the world oil market 
by driving down prices. 
He said the delegates were considering rever- 
sion to a price-support strategy that calls for new 
cuts in OPEC production. 
Companies give $1.1 million to AIDS   research 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The nation's health in- 
surance companies yesterday contributed $1.1 
million for public education and research into 
AIDS, the deadly disease that destroys a person's 
immune system. 
"The life and health insurance industry wants to 
be part of the solution in combating AIDS and the 
ignorance surrounding it," said Richard 
Schweiker, president of the American Council of 
Life Insurance. 
The grant came jointly from the ACLI and the 
Health Insurance Association of America, two 
trade groups that represent the life and health 
insurance companies. 
Most of the $1.1 million, $900,000, goes to the 
American Red Cross to help pay for a public 
education program involving AIDS, or acquired 
immune deficiency syndrome. 
Another $100,000 is for the American Foundation 
for AIDS Research, and $160,000 is for a joint 
study by the Sloan-Kettering Institute in New 
York and the University of Alabama. 
Operating permit for Ohio nuclear plant granted 
NORTH PERRY, Ohio (AP) - The decision by 
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to grant a 
low-power operating permit for the Perry nuclear 
power plant was greeted quietly yesterday by both 
opponents and supporters of the plant. 
We're still working very hard; we don't have 
time to celebrate," said William King, spokesman 
for Cleveland Electric Illuminating Co., which is 
operating the plant in this Lake Erie shoreline 
village 3s miles northeast of Cleveland. 
Opponents, meanwhile, said the operating li- 
cense did not signal defeat. 
"This is not the final defeat by any means," said 
Susan Hiatt of Ohio Citizens for Responsible 
Energy, a group that hopes to prove that the plant 
is unsafe. T'They can take fuel into the reactor. 
They can take fuel out of it at a subsequent date." 
Hiatt, of Mentor, said her group still nas appeals 
before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal 
Board and could also go to court to keep the plant 
from operating. 
King said workers were ready to begin loading 
the 748 bundles of fuel yesterday evening and 
estimated the fuel loading would take about three 
weeks. The utility has agreed to defer startup until 
April 9, one day after a U.S. House subcommittee 
holds a hearing on the effects of a Jan. 31 earth- 
quake on the plant. 
An outspoken opponent of the plant, state Rep. 
Robert Hagan D-Madison, said he hoped that the 
hearing would produce results, although he lik- 
ened CEI to a "juggernaut." 
THINK SPRING! 
6ns&eZS&JM&ttM y~ 
School of HPER/PEG 
White Water Rafting 
Hico, West Virginia 
— New River — 
April 19 & 20 
1 hour PEG Credit 
$95.°° 
Trailways   Transportation.   Holiday   Inn   accomodations, 
breakfast, end of trip cookout wet suits, included. 
North American River Runners 
General Information Meeting 
Wed.. March 19. 7 p.m. 
202 Memorial Hall 
. 
M AWC \   \ 
^ASSOCIATION for CAREER W0MEN$ 
... would hie to thank its 85-86 officers for a job wdl done 
President: Belinda Behrens 
Vice President: Nicki Welsh 
Secretary: Rhonda Taylor 
Treasurer Staci Shuber 
Program Director Shannon Wagener 
Dean's Rep/Pubbdty Director Maureen Schneider 
... and congratulate its 86-87 officers 
President: Nicki Welsh 
Vice President: Maureen Schneider 
Secretary: Patty Shimko 
Treasurer: Staci Shuber 
Program Director: Shannon Wagener 
Dean's Rep/Publicity: Natalie Barth 
I       GOOD LUCK!      X 
Meadowview   Courts 
Apartments 
Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year 
Furnished efficiency 
$225.00 
Landlord pays gas heat 
shored electric 
One bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
All utilities paid 
Two bedroom furnished 
$270.00 
plus gas S electric 
Unfurnished efficiency 
$200.00 
Landlord pays gas heat 
shared electric 
One bdrm. unfurnished 
$250.00 
All utilities paid 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas 8 electric 
All residents have the priviledge of using  The 
Cherrywood Health Spa located at &** and High St. 
352-1195     214 Napoleon Rd. 
Mr. Ed says, "Wouldn't you like to 
try Western Horseback Riding?" 
Western Rjdwg is now available for 
a Physical Education Class at Bowl- 
ing Green. Sign-up for beginning 
classes, PEG-134, or advanced 
classes, PEG-234. for summer or 
fall sessions when filling out your 
schedule! Available through Sand- 
erson Stables at the corner of 
Union and Washington streets, 
Cygnet, Ohio. Phone: (419) 655- 
2253. Call the Physical Education 
Department or Sanderson Stables 
for more information. Public and 
private lessons also available. 
AAA WANTS 
YOUR MONEY TO HAVE 
A SAFE TRIP 
A( AAA. we do everything we can 
to make sure your vacation is 
free from worry Thai s why we 
offer Amencan Express* Travelers 
Cheques - the ones travelers 
cheque users prefer' And. 
they re available with no service 
charge to AAA members So 
before you go stop at AAA and 
get American Express Travelers 
Cheques VbuTJ feel 




414 E WOosler Si 
Bowling Green. OH 43402 
Ph 352-5276 
Guarantee the safety of your money 
for Spring Break 
WINE SHOP 
Check Our Fine Bakery Selections This Week 
"We are open 7 days a week for all of your needs." 




and our wide selection of Baked Breads 
*Ice Cold Beer at State Minimum 
*Wine Coolers 
*Ice Cream 





*Best wine selection in N.W. Ohio 










DOES NOT INCLUDE PROCESSING 
Of FER EXPIRES AT BEGINNING Of SPRING BREAK 
2* IXPOSURl COLOR PRINT 100-ASA ONLY. 
file Picture Place' 
AT THE FOTOMAT 
~LMS 
University Union 
~H your plctvm ml bttommg lo you. you dxwW 6* coming lo in." 
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Dream a reality for Larranaga 
University of Virginia assistant named Falcon head coach 
by Ron Fritz 
assistant sports editor 
When Jim Larranaga was 
growing up, he had two 
dreams - one was to be a Divi- 
sion I college basketball coach 
and the other a James Bond- 
type secret agent. 
So far, he has succeeded at the 
first, but failed at the second. 
Yesterday he was named Bowl- 
ing Green's new head basketball 
coach, but noted at the press 
conference his attempt at sneak- 
ing into town was quite unsuc- 
cessful. 
"I thought I would come into 
town incognito, but I turned on 
the TV and there I was on the 
screen as the new coach. That 
obviously didn't work," Larra- 
naga said. "I hope BG turns out 
to be the opportunity I've been 
dreaming about. This dream is 
very special to me." 
The University of Virginia as- 
sistant coach was named to suc- 
ceed John Weinert, who 
announced his retirement Feb. 
6. 
BG Athletic Director Jack 
Gregory said Larranaga comes 
highly recommended. 
"JIM'S CAREER has been 
blessed with nothing but suc- 
Jim Larranaga BG News/ Jim Youll 
c7&&*-frwut faatT' 
Male cheerleaders 
needed for '86-87 
Male cheerleaders are 
needed for the 1986-87 season. 
Anyone interested contact the 





330 S. MAPLE ST. 
BOWLING GREEN 
TIP LINE! 
POOH CIRCULATION - A clog any. 
wtwre in th« iysl«m con overheat an 
engine A good way to check circula- 
tion is lo run wolor Irom a garden how 
through any ol the hoses in the system. 
While clogs con occur in the heater or 
the water pump, the most likely culprit 
will be the rodiolor, since it is exposed 
to more dust, bugs and other debris 
picked up Irom the rood Rodiotors 
should be bockilushed once a year lo 
dear out contaminating or clogging 
particles. 
TRIVIA LINE? 
In which book of the 
Bible do you read 
about Abel slaying 
Cain? 
WIN! 
First 2 persons with 
the correct answer to 
call will receive 
A FREE 




(Filler Not Included) 
CONGRATULATIONS) 
Kim Lee 
Diane Van Newhouse 
Are you interested in learning 
more about U.S.—Japan Trade 
& Security Relations or about 
how the UN works? Then, 
come see Japanese & BGSU 
students in action at: 
The U.S.-Japan Student Conference 
Wed. March 19, 7:30 p.m. 
at the Mileti Alumni Center with 
guest speaker Morihisa Aoki, 
Minister, Permanent Mission of 
Japan to the United Nations 
United Nations Security Council Simulation 
Thurs. March 20, 8-10 p.m. 
in Prout Hall Lounge 
Topic: Iran-Iraq conflict 
Sponsored by: The Dept. of Political 
Science, College of Arts & Sciences, 
BGSU MUN Program, Alumni Associa- 
tion and the International Relations Or- 
ganization. 
"I'd like to re-establish the fine 
basketball tradition here at BG. It wasn't 
that long ago when BG won the MAC title. 
— Jim Larranaga 
cess," Gregory said. "He's been 
associated with fine basketball 
people throughout his career. 
He's acknowledged as one of the 
best recruiters in the country. 
"His background is strong in 
allphases of the game." 
Gregory said Larranaga 
signed a one-year contract, but 
terms were not disclosed. He 
added that it will be a long-term 
committment from BG. 
"One-year contracts was the 
policy when I arrived and it 
hasn t changed," Gregory said. 
"We expect him to be with us for 
a long time. We know you can't 
turn a program around over- 
night." 
Following a stellar career at 
Providence College, Larra- 
nanga assisted current Virginia 
head coach Terry Holland at 
Davidson College. He then be- 
came head coach at American 
International College (Mass.), 
before joining Holland at Vir- 
ginia in 1979. 
"Jim is an excellent coach and 
one whose enthusiasm for bas- 
ketball carries across not only to 
the players, but to the recruits," 
Holland said. "He is also a close 
personal friend. We're losing an 
outstanding young coach and it 
is Bowling Green^i gain." 
Not promising any national 
championships yet, Larranaga 
has two goals he would like to 
attain while at BG. 
"I'd like to re-establish the 
fine basketball tradition here at 
BG," the 36-year-old coach said. 
"It wasn't that long ago when 
BG won the MAC title. 
"Another important goal of 
mine is to recruit fine student- 
athletes," he said. "The most 
important thing is for players to 
get their degree in four years." 
LARRANAGA SAID Bowling 
Green's community also helped" 
him make the decision to leave 
the assistant coaching ranks. He 
said it would be a fine place for 
him and his wife, Liz, to raise 
their sons, Jay (11) and Jon (5). 
"This is the kind of commu- 
nity I wanted to bring my family 
to,' Larranaga said "The peo- 
ple are so friendly and warm." 
It is obvious from the recep- 
tion at Mileti Alumni Center that 
Larranaga has the support of 
the community. Weinert said he 
was very impressed with his 
replacement. 
''He's a very fine individual," 
Weinert said. "He's a person- 
able person, which is very im- 
portant for a city the size of 
Bowling Green." 
Larranaga said he is ready to 
accept the challenge of putting 
BG on the basketball map. 
"I want to have the kind of 
team and student-athletes that 
will represent BG and its com- 
munity the way it deserves to be 
represented," he said. "I'm hon- 
ored and privileged to be the one 
selected as Bowling Green's 
coach." 
Fortunately for Falcon fans, 
Larranaga's espionage days are 
over; he doesn't have to sneak 
around anymore. 
Cartoons come to life 
CSCI Vikings are for real 
by Tom Reed 
sports editor 
The Cleveland State Vikings 
are a team of characters - make 
that cartoon characters. 
A team which is led by a 
scrawny Mickey "Mouse" 
guard who never played high 
school basketball. 
A team which is loaded with 
Tasmanian Devils, whose 
whirlwind style of play leaves 
foes flustered. 
A team which plucked its 
mascot from the Sunday 
morning comic strip. 
But amazingly enough, it's 
also a team which has made 
Haear the Horrible as popular 
on the sports pages as the funny 
pages. 
With a stunning upset win over 
Indiana and a convincing 
victory against St. Joseph's 
(Philadelphia), the Vikings 
have emerged as this year's 
favorite darkhorse in the NCAA 
tournament. 
The media likes calling 
underdogs Cinderella. But 
Cleveland State wants no part of 
that title. 
AS FAR as the Vikings are 
concerned, Cinderella belongs to 
Walt Disney. Kenny "Mouse" 
McFadden shuns the glass 
slipper in favor of the track 
shoes which he dons to run past 
EWfiMMi 
DORSEY'S DRUG 
500 E. WOOSTER 
4




• Pre-Sun Products 
Look for Kodak 
developing specials 
when you return 
• Beach Thongs 
• Eclipse Sun Tanning 
Oils & Lotions 




opponents and into the heart of 
Cleveland fans, who desperately 
have been seeking something to 
cheer about. 
I'm not from Cleveland, but 
even a sadist must admit this 
city has suffered long enough. 
In Cleveland, everyone knows 
the meaning of losing. As for 
winning, someone get these 
people a dictionary. 
But this year, not even 
Webster could have defined a 
winner better than the Vikings. 
CSU finished the season with a 
sterling 27-3 record, including a 
win over DePaul. For most of 
the campaign, the Vikes led the 
nation in scoring with a 90.2 
average. 
CSII is guided by coach Kevin 
Mackey. With a dough-boy-like 
physique, Mackey looks more 
comfortable spinning a pizza on 
his finger than a basketball. 
Though Mackey led CSU to an 
outstanding regular season, 
most predictedan early exit 
from the NCAA tourney. 
Bobby Knight's weU- 
disciplined Hoosiers were 
expected to slow the tempo, and 
using their superior 
fundemental skills, dominate 
the rag-tagVikings. 
WHILE THE game was held 
in the Syracuse Carrier Dome, it 
looked more like a contest 
played at the Rec Center - 
complete with a throng of 
turnovers, fouls and missed 
shots. 
The normally fiesty Knight, 
who's a master of the whirl, 
twirl and hurl chair throw, did 
nothing but sit in his seat and 
watch the Vikes dissect his 
Hoosiers 83-79. 
a See Vikings, page 7. 
HAIR UNLIMITED 
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Szekely blood runs deep 
by Matt Winkeljohn 
sports reporter 
Andrea Szekely is the fourth 
and most-recent Bowling Green 
swimmer to come from the 
same family. 
However, the freshman sensa- 
tion isn't riding anyone's shirt- 
tails; she has made a name for 
herself. And she has brought 
national attention to BG in the 
process. 
Twins Les and Pete Szekely just recently finished their Mid- 
American Conference swim- 
mine careers and brother Alex 
will be a senior next year. With a 
combined 11 seasons of MAC 
swimming under their belts, the 
Szekely brothers have estab- 
lished a legend no Falcon swim- 
ming fan will soon forget. 
Their younger sister is estab- 
lishing her own legend. 
In her first college dual meet 
this season, she broke two school 
records. In the MAC 
championships two-and-a-half 
weeks ago, she set school re- 
cords in the 100-yard butterfly, 
the 200 butterfly, the 200 individ- 
ual medley and the 200 freestyle. 
Three were MAC records. 
ANDREA'S TIME in the 100 
butterfly was good enough to 
qualify her for the NCAA 
championships tomorrow in 
Fayetteville, Arkansas. She and 
BG diver, Mary Pfeiffer, will be 
the only women representing the 
MAC. 
Also, earlier in the season, she 
set a school record in the 500 
freestyle. She swam on three 
relay teams which all set school 
marks at the MAC 
championships. For her efforts, 
Andrea was named MAC Swim- 
mer of the Year. 
She has been at home in the 
water for about 10 years. 
"All my brothers were 
competing and 1 had to be 
just like them." 
— Andrea Szekely 
"I started swimming when I 
was seven or eight. Fve been 
swimming year round since I 
was 10," the education major 
said. "All my brothers were 
competing ana I had to be just 
likethem." 
There is a difference between 
Andrea and most swimmers. 
"She was obviously born with 
natural talent and she works 
very hard," Les said. "She is a 
great competitor. Some people 
fold under pressure, she peaks 
under pressure." 
Although she was recruited by 
swimming powers like Auburn, 
Southern Illinois and Alabama, 
Andrea decided there's no place 
like home. 
"The coaching is really good; 
I like (head coach) Rich 
(Draper) and Don (Luikart). 
Plus I'm an education major 
and BG's really good for that," 
the BG native said. 
"ALL THE other big schools 
were so far away and we have a 
pretty close family. Every MAC 
school wrote and I decided if I 
was going to stay in the MAC, I 
would stay in Bowling Green.'' 
Draper is glad she did. 
"Having a swimmer with her 
talent wiu help recruit other 
quality swimmers," the former 
Iowa assistant said. "She's also 
given our program a bigger 
name by qualifying for Uie 
NCAA's/' 
Andrea is no stranger to na- 
tional competition. Last year, 
she competed in the United 
States Senior Nationals and she 
has competed in the junior na- 
tionals four times. 
"It helps to have been there 
(national meet) before, but it's 
my first time at the NCAA's and 
I'll be a little nervous," she said. 
"I remember the junior na- 
tionals in 1984.1 was seeded first 
in the 100 fly and it was outdoors. 
There was a storm coming and 
the wind was blowing. I was real 
nervous, but I got everything 
under control and won." 
Andrea has some business to 
take care of before she leaves 
BG. 
"I want to be in the top eight 
(in the NCAA) in the 200 fly, and 
the top three in the 100 fly. I also 
want to qualify in the 200 free- 
style," Andrea said. "Also, I 
want to beat Miami in the MAC. 
The Olympics are always in the 
back of my mind." 
Andrea said she despises get- 
ting up at 5:30 a.m. to train, and 
she often gets tired of working so 
hard. But with an attitude like 
hers, it's tough to lose. 
"It's all worth it in the end. If 
you work real hard during the 
season, it will pay off," she said. 
"And if you don't win, as long as 
you gave it your best shot it's 
worth it." 
UNIVERSITY VILLAGE 
& UNIVERSITY COURTS 
APARTMENTS 
Corner of Clough S Mercer (Behind Wendy's) 
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN! CLOSE TO REC CENTER. MOVIE THEATRES, 
INTRAMURAL FIELDS. FRATERNITY ROW, BANK, FAST FOODS, AND ICE ARENA 
•Gas heat, hot water and cooking 
included. Tenant pays electric only 
(small monthly electric bill) 
'Spacious 2 bdrm. opts, furnished 
•*ast dependable. 24 hr maintenance 
'In house laundry centers 
'Plenty of storage area 
'Now accepting applications for 
summer and next fall 
Rental Office located in Amherst Village 
1520 Clough    Phone 352-0164 
(Behind Wendy's) 
Office Hrs. 
9-5    Mon-Fri 
10-2    Sat 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
NOW RENTING FOR 
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY 
Hurry — Don't Miss Out!! 
Apartments Going Fast!! 
3 Locations 
* Palmer Avenue 
* South Summit St. 
* Napoleon Road 
*• One and two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished 
w Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash removal all included 
* On Site management 
* Full time Maintainance 
* Swimming Pools 
w Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, and Banks 
EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT 
IF LEASE IS SIGNED 
BEFORE MARCH 31 
Vikings 
U Continued from page 6. 
The fast-paced style of play 
Mackey employs is entertaining 
to watch. CSU forced 11 
turnovers in the first half of the 
IU contest. 
However, Cleveland State also 
showed they can be patient in 
their 7W9 win over St. Joseph's. 
Against the Hawks, CSU's Eric 
Mudd and Clinton Smith scored 
baskets in the key, off set plays - 
a rarity for the Vikes. 
If Cleveland State has a 
glaring weakness, it's lack of 
height. CSU doesn't have a 
starter over M. 
And against Navy, it's not 
going to be just a job, but an 
adventure to stop towering 
center David Robinson. 
Robinson, 6-11, tallied 35 
points, grabbed 11 rebounds and 
blocked seven shots in Navy's 
shocking 97-65 triumph over 
Syracuse. 
I THINK Cleveland State can 
beat the Midshipmen, but it will 
have trouble with Duke in the 
East Regional Finals. 
The Blue Devils and CSU are 
similar teams. Both rely on their 
guards to do much of the 
scoring. Unfortunately, the 
Vikes'backcourt isn't as 
talented as Johnny Dawkins and 
TommyAmaker. 
Yet CSU may be a team of 
destiny. The Vikes play with 
plenty of determination, ready 
to run through a brick wall if 
necessary. 
I guess real people can't run 
through brick walls and live, but 
cartoon characters can. 
So anything is possible. 
Mackey not leaving yet 
CLEVELAND (AP) - A few 
weeks ago, with Cleveland 
State having a school record 
number of regular season 
wins behind it. Coach Kevin 
Mackey thought it appropri- 
ate to warn his players to 
guard against rumors about 
his future. 
Now, after two wins in the 
NCAA tournament, Mackey 
says he's having to reiterate 
his advice more often as spec- 
ulation increases he may 
leave the school after the 
season. 
How often? "Everyday, 
about eight times," the Vi- 
kings coach said yesterday. 
Mackey said he first told 
his players two or three 
weeks ago that they would 
probably be hearing a lot of 
rumors. 
"Whatever our record was 
at the time 25-3 or 24-3, I said 
if it was 3-24, they 'd be run- 
ning me out of here on a rail 
and I'd be trying to hold onto 
my job," Mackey said. 
Mackey said he promised 
his players that tie would 
never do anything as far as 
leave without first telling 
them about it. 
Mackey came to CSU in 
1983 after leaving a position 
on Boston College's coaching 
staff. In the past week, Mack- 
ey's former boss at Boston 
College, Gary Williams, has 
agreed to become Ohio 
State's new basketball coach 
and speculation is that 
Mackey would like to return 
to BC as head coach. 
Asked if there was a 
"dream school" for which he 
would leave CSU, Mackey 
replied: "I can't really say 
there is. Kevin Mackey is 
happy to be where somebody 
wants him, OK." 
CATCH THE PIZZA BROTHER 
Look for the pizza man on 
campus with his bright  orange 
jacket, and tag him for a valuable 
coupon for your next Pizza 
Brother's visit. 
P.S. His name is not Herb! 
Save this id lor 2 Free Pepsi wrth 
•ext order. 
(Not good with any other offer) Q 
GREAT IDEAS 
arts and sciences 200 
a bold venture in 
general education 
— small classes 
— good discussions 
— important questions 
— an antidote to specialization 
— offers arts/humanities or social science group credit 
starring 
Sophocles, Plato, Thoreau, Woolf, 
Bradbury, Freud, Horney, Ibsen 
Prerequisite: ENG 112 
offered fall and spring 
1986-1987 
The BG News 
.Classified Information. 
Mail-In Form 
DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m. 
(The BG News is not responsible lor postal service delays) 
RATES: per ad are 60' per line, $1 80 minimum 
50' extra per ad tor bold type 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line 
PREPAYMENT is required for all non-university related business and individuals 
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible lor error due to illegibility or incomplete inlormation Please 
come to 214 West Hall immediately it there is an error in your ad The BG News will not be 
responsible lor typographical errors in classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions 
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135 9-5 weekdays, evenings by appointment 
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
•" ACM MEETING"- 
WED MARCH 19 
7 30 P M 205 HAYES 
•OFFICER NOMINATIONS- 
BEGINNING WITH REGISTRATION FOR FAIL 
SEMESTER 1986 STUDENTS AOVANCE 
REGISTRATION REQUESTS WILL BE LIMITED 
TO 18 CREDIT HOURS STUDENTS WISHrNG 
TO EXCEED IS HOURS MUST ADO THE EX- 
CESS HOURS DURING OPEN 
REGISTRATION 
Soot Management and Recreation majors in- 
terested n onrosng lor practicums in Unrveralty 
kiframurara for Summer 1986 muet apply by Fn 
day. Apnl 4 to me IM Ottice   108 Rec Cental 
31 Atoyafcjs 8th graders are sponsoring a Hah 
try ALL TOU CAN EAT 
DONATIONS   $4 50 Adults   $3 50  12 and 
under March 21 4 30 7 30 in Hartmann Ha* 
The Racqueeoal CM) a> st* accepting new 
members Attend the meeting tonight at 8 45 
by the glass courts m the SRC 
JOURNALISM 300 deader* a) 
MARCH 21 
Rrde needed to Chicago area over Spring 





CM 352-2487 Evenmge 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Have your specal event video taped Daks par 
Ha. tormala. weddings etc Cat 353-1809 or 
3528429  
PREGNANT? CONCERNS? Free pregnancy 
Mat Obtechve into Cat now 354 HOPE 
(4673) Hrs M. Ttl 12 noon-8pm T.W 10 
am-2pm Sat   12 noon 2pm 
ALTERATIONS • general repair 
Zippers replaced, hemming, etc Call 
AFTER 7 00 p m 353-7592 RotWl 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
AVAILABLE 
$135 MILLION- in linacral aid went unused last 
year Freshman. Sophomores, ongoing 
graduate students, lor hasp cashing in on those 
funds cal Academic Data Services tea tree 
1 800 544-1574. Extension 639. or write 
PO Bo. 16483. Chattanooga TN 37416 
•••ADCllhV 
VOTE- Elections tor next year's officers will 
be Wed. March la al 7:10 In 300 Moeeloy. 
Come caal your vote and run tor an off lea1 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS 
FINANCIAL PLANNING ANO 
INVESTMENT SEMINAR 
LEARN HOW TO INVEST YOUR MONEY 
STOCKS. BONDS. MONEY MARKETS. IRA'S 
ANO   MORE'   YOU   CAN   START   BUILDING 
YOUR   MONEY   WHILE   STILL   A   STUDENT 
WE'LL EVEN HELP YOU DEVELOP A PER- 
SONAL BUDGETING PROGRAM DON'T MISS 
THE OPPORTUNITY TO HEAR FOR  FREE 
WHAT THOUSANDS PAY A GREAT DEAL OF 
MONEY FOR CALL MARK FOR MORE INFO 
3530044 
Abortion 
Free Pregnancy Test 
Mornvvg Alter Treatment 
Center lor Choice 




Am* B.G.8.U CAMPUS TOUR GUIDES. 
TOUR GUIDES ARE STILL NEEDED FOR SPR- 
ING BREAK. YOU DON'T NECESSARILY 
HAVE TO 00 SOUTH TO GET A WARM 
FEELING-GIVE A TOURI IF YOU CAN GIVE 
ANY TOURS OVER BREAK; PLEASE CALL 




• -SUNGLASSES- • 
"SUNGLASSES" 
FOR SALE $5 A $6 NOW 
DELTA SIGMA PI 
TODAY-MATH SCIENCE IM PM 
DON'T BE CAUGHT WO A PAIR 
LOST 4 FOUND 
LOST 3 keys on a clear acrylic butterfly key 
Cham with the engraving "Class ol 82" It found 
can 352 3187 
LOST    gold   pinky   ring   with   toper   stone 
REWARD 
Cal 372-5615 
LOST CANNON SURESHOT 35MM CAMERA 
MISSING FOR 4 OR 5 WEEKS 
PLEASE CALL 354 8570 REWARD 
LOST 24" gold chain and medium-sized gold 
cross Lost in front ol Rodgers Quad on 
weekend ol Feb 7-9 Incredible sentimental 
•aim! REWARD. Cell 352-4119 
MAUREEN. 
Thani Best Fnend Fnday night was ggeat p s 
ILUVU 
JOHN   San 
RIDES 
$5 oil any guys or gala iean jackets 
Jeans N Things 
531 Ridge 
Open tonrle ■ 8 00 
IC L | SWEETPEA. 
I HOPE YOU HAVE A SAFE FLIGHT TO 
FLORIDA   HAVE A GREAT TIME BUT WATCH 
OUT FOR THOSE SAILORS' 
LOVE. POPEYE 
Just m Itme lor Florida 
FUN-HTHE-SUN 
Wednesday. March 18th 
Union Foyer 10 30-4 00 
free product samples- 
tips on sale tanning 
Sponsored by "The Wet' 
ANDREA. DON. RUTH   CHERYL. TOM 
AND TRACY 
THE HONDA IS SILVER. 
THE TEMPO IS BROWN. 
THE SUNSHINE BOUND SEVEN 
ARE PSYCHED TO GET OUT OF TOWN" 
FRIDAY NOON-THE FUN BEGINS" 
LOVE, ANNE 
P S OBNOXIOUS SHORTS ARE A MUST' 
Appfccalions are now being accepted lor the 
1988-87 University Intramural Advisory Board 
Applications are avaaabks in the IM Office. 108 
SRC. and are due by Noon. Wednesday March 
19 
Bart.. Sherry, and Lea 
Just wanted to let ya'l know that I can't wan ill 
Easier Sunday What a night that wa be' Do 
you reaaZe we've only got one more year to par- 
ty together? Oh no. we belter live it up' 
Have a great break11 
Love. The Redhead 
Boaat ol your own great idee 
Enrol in "Great Ideas" 
A 1 S 200. Fal of 86 
CHRISTI SAYERS 
Congratulations on being elected 
MAPCA VICE PRESIDENT We are very proud 
ol you! 
Love and TTKE. your Gamma Phi sisters 
1 or 2 ndea needed to Ft Lauderdale Miami 
area Wa" help wrih al expenses Cal Dave or 
Luke at 353-0522 
I NEED A RIDE TO ROCHESTER NEW YORK 
OR CLOSE BY. MARCH 14 WEEKEND WILL 
HELP PAY FOR GAS PLEASE CONTACT 
MICHELLE AT 353-7108 THANKS 




FOR SALE HIM NOW 
DELTA SIGMA PI 
TODAY-MATH SCIENCE 9-4 PM 
DON'T BE CAUGHT W-O A PAIR 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 






11 Playing marble 
14 Beginning 
15 Zodiac sign 
16 Fuss 
t 7 They sell lots ol 
lots 
19 Before classic 







26 Bane' s posi- 
tion 
28 Son ol Setn 
30 Collector s item 




38 Dos Passos 
title 
39 Virgos prade 
cessors 





43 Pack tor 
shipment 




47 Piay the lead 
49 Fraicn factories 
51 Flower spray 
55 Gam altitude 
57 Give oil 
59 Greek letter 
60 Actor O Neil   to 
tr rends 




66 Nary a soul 
67 Women s org 





1 Bank transac- 
tions 










10 Goes along 
11 Working model? 




23 Hera, m Paris 
25 Right turns 
27 Samples 
29 Make smooth 
31 Secondhand 
32 Word ol caution 
33 Ballyhoo 
34 01 aircraft 
35 Leader who 
knows the 
score 
37 Tidort lor 
Dobbin 
40 —gnu 
41 Hive the 
temerity 






50 Natural, at dice 
52 Kftignt wear 
53 One ol 
Macbeth s 
titles 
54 Puts an edge on 
55 Copied slavishly 
56 Heroic prose 
tale 
58 Red planet 
6? Member of the 
flock 
S3 Louis XIV e g 
less Ln xnerfei Tifen Stalks* *n*m 
Congraturationa. Loo1 
We al knew you'd make nf Mao. 
look out' Al our rove 
Amy. Debbie, and Dive 
Happy Day! 
Gretch and Jofhki are tavaaered Yeu know trv* 
la al Cathy's fault for putting you both m BI M! 
Love. Arm 
1 end2Bed 
LOFTS an> now available 
lor summer and fal semester 
For more mtormahon cal 
Loll Conefructlon 
362 3836 (9-5. M-F) 
I M   WENS SOCCER ANO COED BOWLING 




14 " Cheese Ptoa-Only $2 75 
Phone 352-5475 
J T a Plzra 
16" Cheese Pizza-Only S3 75 
Phone 352-5475 
JT'l Pure 
French Breed Plrza Only SI 75 
Phone 352-5475 
J T.'a Pizza 
10" Cheese Pizza-Only $1 78 
Phone 352-5475 
Jenny (Bruieer) 
HAVE A FUN SPRING BREAK 






The future Is ours. 
and n can onty get better 
Thank you tor making me so happy 
I love you vary much 
Love, your "Utta boy' 
PS  Who's gonna wash my socks? 
WANT TO TRY "PUS-GRUB'' OR ENGLISH 
LAGER?? FIND OUT ABOUT mi 
EVERY  WED.  EVENING IN  411   SOUTH 
HALL AT 
7:90 OR CALL KELLY AT 2-6452 OR 
BETH AT 2-4567 
LITTLE MINDY MCCHESSNEY- 
I AM SO EXCITED TO HAVE YOU IN MY FAMI- 
LY' I HOPE YOU ARE HAVING FUN IN THE 
HUNT LOVE. YOUR AX BIG 
LSAT-MCAT-GMAT-GRE 
NTE-CPA REVIEW-NCLEX-RN 
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER 
NO  1 IN TEST PREPARATION 
(4181536-3701 TOLEDO 
MALE CHEERLEADERS NEEDED 
AJthetltc aMty required Everything alee w* be 
taught, no dance requirement Apply at Athletic 
Promotions Ottice. or eel 372-2401 
Maesea Sweruei Your Alpha OeH sisters think 
you did e fantastic rob performing with Universi- 
ty Oancera' 
Noveast C P Snow sard. "Art and Science are 
incompatible " Want to find out why he's 
wrong? Enrol in Great Ideas A t S 200 Fal 
of 86 
ONLY 3 MORE DAYS 
THEN SPRING BREAK BEGINS 
STUDY HARD   REWARDS ARE FUN- 
SUNSHINE, HERE WE COME' 
"LIFE'S A BEACHI" 
(GOTTA DATE?) 
Rhonde (Rhodal 
Awesome fob on SUNSHINE and gat psyched 
lor our "Tropical Spring Break " 
Love. Banana 
STOP IN TO SEE THE BEST OF SUN PRO 
DUCTS AT UHLMANS BEFORE YOU GO 
SOUTH FOR SPRING BREAK 
Sue. Cyndi. Wendy and Poly 
75 South al the way down 
Serasota's the place 
Than we're al beach bound 
With the sun. sand and aaa 
Who could aak tor more? 
Only one day away 
And we're on our way' 
Love, your Florida budrjes. 
UaalLon 
USG ELECTIONS 
PETITIONS FOR 1988-87 USG PRES VP 
6 AT LARGE REPRESENTATIVES 
ARE AVAILABLE NOW ANO DUE 
MARCH 21 BY 5 PM IN 405 
STUDENT SERVICES 
There s a new addrfon to 
FIRST EDITION 
Tim Maaaangar, lormerty of Grernby's at 
Ufxman'B la taking appc-ntments now. 
CM 354-1477 
Tha.(Mut, 
Cheers to you" 
Herea to more drunk tlrnaaM 
Mast strippers are awesome' 
Love. JenHer 
Wendel "WiMght" Starr. 
54dayal 
Love. Banana 
WORK ON YOUR TAN OURING SPRING 
BREAK FOR THE 75TH ANNIVERSARY BALL 
THIS SPECIAL EVENT IS OPEN TO 
EVERYONE 
APRIL 18 
8 PM TO MIDNIGHT 
LENHART GRAND BALLROOM 
STUDENT   C0UPIES--$1S,    OTHER 
COUPLES $20  
•"OwV 
DMVfMO WITH INTELLIGENCE JOIN THE 
"I'M DRIVING CLUB" March 17-20 
"FltJENM DON'T LET FRIENDS" 
DRIVE DRUNK! JOIN THE 
"I'M DRIVING CLUB" March 17-20 
•HAPPY BafTTHOAY SUSAN eYJRROWs" 
You are AWESOME Lrbby' Have a 
'Happy Day'" I love youl 
VkglCane 
P S Get psyched lor Myrtle Seech' 
SPEND A SEMESTER IN ENGLAND PLUS 
EARN  IS   HOURS  BGSU   CREDIT1   FOR 
MORE 
INFORMATION: EVERY WED. EVENING AT 
7:10 M 411 SOUTH HALL ON CALL 
KELLY AT 14461 OR 
BETH AT 2-4587 
ANDY MESSAROS- 
CONORATS  ON GETTING   ACCEPTED  TO 





Happy 22nd' Have a good one! (Are you ready 
lor your surpriee?) 
Love. Amy 
DOES YOUR STUOENT CLUB-GROUP- 
ORGANLZATION HAVE TROUBLE REACHING 
OTHER STUDENT GROUPS ON CAMPUS? 
Why not grve the STUOENT ORGANIZATIONS 
MAILBOXES a try? Bring your letters, flyers, 
etc . to 405 Student Services for dvjtnbuhng 
Gal ready tor THE SENIOR CHALLENGE 
ISM! Assist In our University's goal ol Ex- 
cellence In Education. GET INVOLVED!! 
INTERESTED IN TRAVELING AND EXPERIEN- 
CING A NEW CULTURE?? STUDY IN 
ENGLAND!! FOR MORE INFO.: EVERY 
WEDNESDAY EVENING AT 7:10 IN 411 
SOUTH HALL OR CALL BETH AT 245(7 Oft 
KELLY AT 2-6452. 
JJLY. 
One week untfl you're legal! Congrats on mak- 
ing the trip, you deserve rt! Thanks lor theee 
past couple weeks. 
Love. MM 
NEW WOMEN'S SWIMSUIT $HN>MENTI! 
St the 
REC CENTER PRO SHOP 
Beacon Darby lor the March of Dimes 
Pta Beta Lambda IPBL) 
Launch at Aprl 12. 
Noon st the Bel Tower 
Ticket sale Mar   10 Apr   12. $100 as 
For Into cal Mi Meat 372-5610 
Free Ig coffee with every ticket sold 
« the coffee tabu In Educ  Btdg 
SUE LORENTZ-SPRING BREAK 'It 
The bueride took forever but it was fun 
someone got ak*-wa won! say wfechoneWe 
earned and drank night and day 
We dragged ourselves up and 
caught a lew rays 
A year has passed, we've had a befl 
Lara make Fal   86 the beat of 
•tern at! 
Love. Carrie 
P S Hope Kentucky doesn't have the asms 
break' 
TWCRAJO: 
I JUST WANT TO THANK-YOU FOR ALL THE 
TIMES YOU'VE BEEN THERE FOR ME IN MY 
STRENGTHS AND IN MY WEAKNESSES. 
YOUR SHOULDER HAS COME IN HANDY 
■ANY A TIME (THANKS FOR BENDING 
DOWN SO I COULD REACH ITI) I'M SO GLAD 
YOU ANO COLLEEN FOUND EACH OTHER. 
SHE FITS RtOHT INTO OUR VERY SPECIAL 
FAMILY BONO. 
I LOVE YOU "BIG" BROTHER!!! 
SWOT  
Teas Crocker 
Dan   Vu?  Only   Iras   time   who   drank   ma 
schnapps' But   wait1 Wall Wall 
WM1 II |ust doesn't manor1 I had a 
great ttme-Them! 
Your Sidewalk Surfer 
P.S. I'm sal changing my image' 
* ATTENTION • 
VCT and Graphics Arts Majors 
Student Publications will be hiring 
for 1986-87 after Spring Break 
* Hands-on experience in production work. 
•k Apply through Student Employment, 
460 Student Services, through March 21. 
Notii e to Our 
ADVERTISERS 
THE BG NEWS 
Advertising Deadline for the 
Tues.,  April  1" edition  (first 
after   Spring   Break)   is   Fri., 
March 21, 4 p.m. 
Yeu bought the eu II for I he Interview a. now 
<H II again! the 75th Anniversary Ml la 
April IS trawl I pm W midnight I" the Grand 
Ballroom.   Student   couples-Ill;   other 
■tracers or at 421 student 
YOU CAN SPENO NEXT FALL IN ENGLANDI! 
PMO OUT MORE: 411 SOUTH HALL EVERY 
WED. EVfJIU AT 7:10 OR CALL BETH AT 
2-4547 OR KELLY AT 2-4452 
"AS at as Mam as aeries k the 
second grade ...asset ol us so omo 
fTsMMf iTW'rtfes. kavOvO*/ KMOjtn 
It you're loosing lor greater things try Alpha 
Lambda DeNa a notional honorary lor any stu 
dent who has earned M avast a 3 6 m Ns Ural 
semester or first year (eccumsiarive) of cossge 
Any Freshmen who ouarmes may pick up an ap- 
pecason at 425 Student Services Appecatlom 
■ndus by March 21 
Daachwiar 
Al 20% on 
Falcon House 
140 E Wooeter 
Downtown BG 
WANTED 
1 tomato toommete to share • two bedroom apt 
lor summer onty Vary reaeonabse Cal soon 
Theresa. 372-4373 
1 nort-amittng mate roommate needed (or sum- 
mer M to share 2 bedroom apt Cal Mark 
372-1471 cheep rent- 
2 Female roommates tor SO-87 school year 
Please cal Saty 364 6201.  
Fa rime needed-summer with option to lease 
In Fal Nice house vary doss to campus Own 
room, ak cond , S110 a mo Cal 363-0010 
aak for Jl 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED IMMEDIATE 
LY ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 
REASONABLE RENT CALL 352-7865. 
l«re FOR SUMMER C«CT«.Y PART OF ANO 
NEED A MCE APT TO UVE IN CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS? FULLY FURNISHEO 2 BDRM . 
MICROWAVE. TV. ETC RENT NEGOTIABLE 
ANY NO OF OWLS CALL SOON 320ELMAT 
TROOP > SCOTT HAMILTON 363-8803 
kraeponelble mate r-mate(s) for Fal 86 i Spr 
mg '87 Location negotiable Cat after 5.30. 
Brian 352-1168  
Non-TiyaJaonel looking for same or gred to 
share amal 2-bdnri ftouss for now? tor summer? 
tor tie? Cleen. quiet, comfortable Irving Please 
"jure   352-1542.   Please  oat back  If  no 
Student in desperate need of garage or car port 
apses for motorcycle Would onty bs tor re- 
mainder of semester  372-1160 
One or two women 
mar. 1120-ase. 
164-6 MO. 
to till apt. torreum- 
eH but electricity. 
HELP WANTED 
ACTTvTTtES DIRECTOR NEEDED 
IN NEED OF A SUMMER JOB? 
Wei  then, as Yogi Beer says. "Hay. Hay-It's 
your lucky dayr 
Our campground Yogi Bear's Jet/stone Camp 
Resort Is looking lor 2 creative, outgoing in- 
drvtduaki to coordinate t direct activities tor a 
tamly campvig resort 
LOCATION Aurora. Oh. 5 ml from Saa World 
ol Ohio t Geeuga Lake Perk 
Cossge Jr or Sr level preferred Experience 
prat but not a must Uvtng faoltes provided It 
rrlereeted, send resume lo Jet/stone Camp 
Resort. 3392 SR 82, Mantua. OH 44266 
Fun In Ins sun. Work m Wyandot Lake in CokB- 
mus. Ohio. Apply during Soring Break lor this 
summer Cal (814) 869 9283 
lor an nterwaw 
GOVERNMENT JOBS $16,040- S59.230yr 
Now Hiring Cat 1 -805-887-6000 Ext. R 9849 
for current federal Bat. 
Have a Specaa SkaT? Work wel with chadren? 
Coresder Summer Camp Start. Vetepe Super- 
visors. Waterfront Staff IWSI and bossing). 
Nature Arts and Crafts, Drams. Song Leader. 
Program Director. Office Managers. Van Driver 
Cal or wrtte for appecatlone Jewish Community 
Center Camp Vnee (overnight camp). Aniefield 
Day Camp. PMytand Day Camp 3606 Mayfteld 
Rd . Cleveland Haignts. Oh 44118 (218) 
382-4000. Ext 287 
SEE NEW YORK' Energetic Mother's Helper 
with good sense of humor wanted lor New York 
City area. 19 years- Must drive, non-smoker 
Start In May-June lor 1 year Opportunity to 
travel with famty Experience end references 
necessary Write Mel aha Veil 11 Garden 
Ridge. Chappagua. NY 10614. 
Sophomore C S or MIS motors from the Akron 
area - want to be a computer operator for the 
summer? CM Carol at 2-2462 Pays $1200 
mo. 
Student with skws m audrBrYj needed to perform 
an annual audn for a amal nonprofit orgarwatlon 
near campus. There wd be compensation 
cal 352-7534 by March 21. 1988 
Summer help at The Porthole on Kety's Island 
Poeafona; cooks A wsSjluaai; ssnd resums to 
18771 Thorps Rd„ Chagrin Nf*. OH 44022 
Want to do somsthrng axentng this summer? 
Wel known bar and restaurant on Kety's Island 
looking tor fuf-bnva summer laajlsndsts. cooks, 
and wartresaes Also looking tor 2 people over 
21 to oparMa patk) bar- set serve ice cream 
Shop. Low cost housing avslleble lor 
ernptoyeee Sand raaumae to Jack* Faiger. 
PO Bos 787. Kety's Island. OH 43438. 
Wanted 4-5 farnaass   OperHnge aveH   Eamrnga 
$5 io hr. if mierastad eel Pat. 362-6408 
btwn Oanvlpm. evee  7-9pm. 
-ATTENTION- 
VCT and arsenic Aits Maters 
Student PubaOaBona W Da rating for 1986-87. 
after Spring Break. HarvJeon experience in pro- 
duction work, rntorsolod students may apply 
through Student Employment. 480 Student 
Services, through March 21. 
BUIMEII Oa^ORTUfefTY 
leaad  a  law   superstar   ItrJMdiaai  tor  top 
management   positions     Excellent   income 
Cal 362-9611 
NEW   EN8LAND   BROTHER-SISTER 
CAasPaMMesa ) Msh Kse-Nec tor Boys 
Denbee for Qfrta Couneetor Poeieone tor Pro- 
Team Scorts. lepioaa*) 
Sooosr. pare Archery, 
Rakwy. and Baling 25 Tenrva openings Aato, 
performing Aria. Gymnastics. Rocketry. Ropea 
Coatee; Al Waterfront is* llll iii>tat|i 
awirrmrng. Stong. Smet Craft pros Ovansaht 
Camping. Coasauatni, VWjalcraft and more kv 
oafre J • 0 Camptng. 190 Linden Avenue. Qton 
ajrjga. NJ 0T02S Phone (201) 429-8622 
FOR SALE 
1971 Ford LTD. 63.000 sctusl. good 419 cub 
engine, body not so good.  Cal 382-7337, f 
everwige 
1971 VW camper van 
362-8817 
1973 Chrysler Newport 2 door  New battery 
arrow Dree i rime $900 287-4536 
1978 FOFIO T BIRD 
AM-FM stereo, at rxrtrlBonlig. power steering 
power brakaa. power windows, power seats 
nice interior, runs wel MUST SELL" $800 or 
beet offer Very necjotwbvj' Cal after 1000 
pm 362-8230 
Help me pssese" 
1982 Yamaha Saca 650 
4300 mass Uke brand new Must asl 
$1200 or best offer 354-5803. Gary 
1984  CRX at  condition.  AM-FM cassette. 
cnaaa control,  rear window dafog.  under 
coaang I bodyguard   Asking $8796, 
363 1500 
4 1-2' X 2' white Whirlpool refrigerator $100. 
Exosaent condition Cal eventnga attar 6.00 
637-2440 
Blue I green MscKffitosh wool coat $65 Opal 
ring with 8 amal damonds $70 Prices 
negotloole Cat Oafible 372-4221 
Stereo stand, twin mattress wth box springs li- 
ng cebmel Evenmge 352-1220 
"The Second Time Around "-The best used fur- 
mture 740 N Enlerprise 352-3925 We are 
now ecceptmg lumrture lor sass on a rxnalgn- 
ment basal 
FOR RENT 
2 bedroom fumtahed apartments 
649 Sixth St S460-mo plus sate 
352-9467 between 12 4pm 
2 bedroom in the heart of downtown 
352-3445 
2 bedroom turnrahed apartments 
Summer Lassie Only 
352-7454 
4 bsdroom furnished house Ridge SI 
354 1279 evenings 
AOtacenl campus 1 bedroom apertment 
$200-month plus utl t dspost AvsWHe May 
Years leeae 352-7505 Ext 280 ■ 5 p.m., 
352 3406 evee 
•2 BEDROOM-FURN   4 UNFURN ■ 
•PRIVATE SLEEPING ROOMS" 
Makx Utaties 1 Cable TV Furn 
One half Block Off Campos 
CALL TOM 
Mon -Fn  7 AM Noon 352-4673 
Evening & wkend 352-1800 
USING S C U MODEL LEASE 
Carty Rentals 
2 bdrm. apt. for 3-4 students 
Apt lor 1 or 2 students 




Summer Rentaia-3 mo. leases 
Phone 362-7365 
Houses S Apts. lor 86-87 school year. 
Smith-Boggs Rentals Office 532 Manvwe. rear 
352-9457 between 12-4. 
Houses and Apartments dose to campus tor 
summer 1986 end 86-87 school yaw. Cal 
1-287-3341 
Thuratti Manor ApsiTrnants 
Fuly Carpeted. Air Conditioned 
Cable TV. Furnished Efficiency 6 
Laundry FacWas   Applications lor 
Summer and Fal at 451 Thurstfn Ave 
Across from Offenhaoer Towers 
352-5435 
Large   newly   decorated   2   BR   apartment 
Garage, washer dryer IvxUnga Available April 
16th $350 month & ufeties 
614 W. Wooster 354-1753 
Large. 4 bedroom. 2 bathroom house to 
subleess lor summer Aineahle lor 1,2,3. or 4 
people Cal 354-2909 
LOOKING FOR SOMEWHERE QUIET TO LIVE 
THIS SUMMER? HOUSE TO SUB-LEASE- 
VERY CLOSE TO CAMPUS. LARGE FRONT 
YARD CORNER OF SECOND STREET-CALL 
SOON 353-1410 
LUXURY 1 BORM UPTOWN IMMEDIATE 
SUBLET; HARCtWOOO FLOORS, FIREPLACE, 
600 SO FT PORCH. $276 354-3283 
AFTER 5 P.M. 
d: 1 or 2 open-minded female room- 
metes tor summer. Vary ctoae to campus 
352-3939 8 am- 11 pm, keep trying 
Parly Room 
Cal 352-9378 
Spacious Home, newty decorated, vary clean. 
doss to campue. turnwhed Avaatbla Fal 86 
823 3009 after 6:00 pm 
Subleaae MaadOwvtew Court Apartment effi- 
ciency, unfurrvehed $200- month $ 1-2 alec 
ttc 362-119S. 
SUMMER RENTALS 
112 or. turn apts on 3rd St FREE AIR CON- 
DrTsOMNO. water, sewer, etc Reduced ratoa 
VERY REASONABLE 
FALL SPRING 86-87 
2 br. Unas at 800 3rd SI 1 824 6th St Owner 
Pays tor AC on 3rd St. and for weter. sewer A 
heal both locations  Limited Openings 
Cat 352-5163 days, 352-4986 eves 
Suwmsr. 3 A 6 bsdroom house Ctoae to cam- 
pus Cat 1-287-3341 
Two bsdroom 'unvaried apta tor Fal 
352-2683 
Efficiency Now Renting lor Fal 
1 or 2 limnllr lease, luty lumlahed 
al uassee paid Including color T V 
wth cable  $285 month. Phone 
354-3182 or 352■ 1520 Evenings 
